
Ecoluxury Mediterranean 
Modern Wellness 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH





SeaSkin Life 
Cosmetics and rituals are the perfect synergy 

between mediterranean essence, 
botanical power, vitality of the sea, 

secrets of the hive, and a slow lifestyle.

Ecoluxury Mediterranean Modern Wellness 



SEASKIN LIFE 
UNIQUE AND UNFORGETTABLE 

WHOLISTIC EXPERIENCES.

SeaSkin Life merges ancient botanical wisdom and advanced science to 
create skincare masterpieces and rituals. 

Taking an alchemist approach formulation SeaSkin Life is constructed 

with potent botanicals, laden with inspiring fragrances and vibrant 

textures to restore and calm body, soul, and mind. Our crafted 

scents are the result of unique active ingredients synergy carefully 

selected, kind to your skin and nature. SeaSkin Life cosmetics are 

clean, organic, natural, and plant-based, free of artificial fragrance, 

parabens, and chemicals.

We believe that returning to a more natural rhythm is the path to 
achieving harmony and global well-being. 
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SEASKIN LIFE
ALQUIMIST BODY

MASSAGE

Alquimist Body Massage is an inspiring Wholistic Experience and the 
perfect welcome to feel the magical touch of SeaSkin Life. Nurture your 
skin and soul, restores your vital ener!, and achieve global well-being. 

According to the client’s expectations, the SeaSkin Life therapist 

will create a unique formula for your massage, blending 100% 

organic botanical oils as a base and essential oils to give notes and 

the heart of the customized scents.

60 MIN SINGLE | 195 € 

90 MIN SINGLE | 225 €
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SEASKIN LIFE
ABSOLUTE FACIAL 

MASSAGE

Seaskin Life cosmetics masterpieces.

The treatment uses specially infused botanical oils, aromatic 

herbal steam, and soothing oils to help clear your skin and purify 

the mind, leaving guests in a heightened state of clarity and 

vitality. “Absolute” is a delightful experience of well-being with a 

natural sense of connection with our inner wisdom and 

emotional calm.

60 MIN SINGLE | 195 € 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

BOOK BY APPOINTMENT AT THE HOTEL RECEPTION OR AN EMAIL TO: 

CANCELLATION POLICY

Please notify us 24 hours in advance of any change or cancellation of 

the treatment. Cancellations notified after 24 hours of your treatment 

will be charged in full. It's necessary to provide your credit card 

number to make the reservation. 

DIGITAL DISCONNECT

Our Wellness space invites you to disconnect and calm, so please put 

your phone in silence. 

HOME CARE 

To continue with our philosophy and holistic and integral care, all the 

products used in our Wellness space are available in our Wellness 

Boutique, including lifestyle objects.

canmarques@seaskinlife.com

mailto:canmarques@seaskinlife.com?subject=book%20treatment


Slow-aging / Empowering-body 

EcoLuxury Bio-cosmetics 

Made entirely in Spain 

Pure active ingredients 

100% organic D.O Spain 

Fresh and natural / Unadulterated 

Effective in its results

Daily use 

Genderless

Hypoallergenic 

Toxin-free 

Without parabens and silicones 

Without colorants or aromas 

Not tested on animals

http://seaskinlife.com
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